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The spin and intensity of optically trapped polariton condensates are studied under steady-state elliptically
polarized nonresonant pumping. Three distinct effects are observed: (1) spin inversion where condensation
occurs in the opposite handedness from the pump, (2) spin and intensity hysteresis as the pump power is scanned,
and (3) a sharp “spin collapse” transition in the condensate spin as a function of the pump ellipticity. We show
these effects are strongly dependent on trap size and sample position and are linked to small counterintuitive
energy differences between the condensate spin components. Our results, which fail to be fully described within
the commonly used nonlinear equations for polariton condensates, show that a more accurate microscopic picture
is needed to unify these phenomena in a two-dimensional condensate theory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.165311

I. INTRODUCTION

Bistability, the existence of two or more stable states for
the same parameters of a system, is one of the hallmarks of
nonlinear systems [1], and is ubiquitous in the physics of resonantly driven χ (3) -nonlinear optical elements [2]. Microcavity
exciton polaritons, the light-matter quasiparticles arising from
the strong coupling of quantum well excitons and microcavity
photons, present bistability at low optical powers thanks to
their strong nonlinearities [3]. The polarization dependence
of the nonlinearities causes polarization multistability [4,5],
which can be used for the creation of spin memories [6], logic
gates [7,8], or switches [9]. However, resonant optical injection is relatively difficult to both implement and practically
scale, due to the narrow linewidth of the polariton mode and
backscatter destabilization of the laser.
Suitable alternatives have been demonstrated for incoherently pumped polaritons using applied external electric fields,
which can cause bistability due to density-dependent lifetimes of electron-hole tunneling [10,11], or through Pockelsinduced birefringence [12]. Theoretical schemes have been
proposed to induce polariton bistability through modulational
instability [13], through strongly saturated absorption [14], or
between condensate wave functions of different parity [15].
A typical way of incoherently pumping polaritons is via
optical nonresonant excitation, where a hot reservoir of ex-
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citons is created from which polaritons can spontaneously
develop macroscopic coherence and form a polariton condensate [16], with similar properties to atomic Bose-Einstein
condensates [17,18]. The nonlinear interaction between the
polariton condensate and its nonresonant exciton cloud can
be used to control the condensation landscape for polaritons
[19–21], and create optically trapped condensates (Fig. 1)
[22–24]. These trapped condensates can spontaneously break
the parity symmetry and develop circular polarization (spin)
under linearly polarized pumping, stochastically forming in a
spin-up or spin-down state randomly when turned on [25].
Here the spin properties of optically trapped polariton
condensates under nonresonant pumping with different pump
polarization ellipticities are studied. We report on two distinct
and unusual effects: spin inversion, which forms condensates
with elliptical polarization (spin) of the opposite handedness
to that of the nonresonant pump, and spin/intensity bistability
with pump power. While such effects were recently reported
[26,27], both were attributed to an interplay of linear polarization splitting and spin-asymmetric reservoir nonlinearities
within a zero-dimensional model [28]. Studying the dependence of these effects on pump polarization ellipticity and
trap size reveals that these two phenomena (1) are strongly
trap-size dependent, (2) can only be observed within a certain
range of pump ellipticity, (3) can be observed independently
from each other, indicating they arise from different physical
processes, and (4) are position dependent. A previously unreported sharp transition in the condensate spin as the pump
polarization crosses a critical threshold is seen. Conventional
mean field models provide only partial agreement with these
results.
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FIG. 1. Nonresonant optical trapping of polariton condensates.
The six pump spots create exciton clouds that blueshift the polariton
energy and create a trapping potential inside which condensation
develops. The trap size (d) is given by the diameter (white arrow).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sample
description and experimental methods are covered in the
“Experimental procedure” subsection of the Introduction. In
Sec. II, the experimental evidence for polarization/intensity
bistability and hysteresis is provided. The dependence of this
bistability on trap size and sample position is investigated
in Sec. III, demonstrating the need for considering spatial
degrees of freedom and spatial sample disorder in the description of these condensates. In Sec. IV, the energy and
spatial distribution of the condensate is measured, showing
that condensation always occurs in the trap’s ground state
but that there are tiny and counterintuitive energy differences (15 μeV) between the circular polarizations. Numerical
simulations based on current models are shown in Sec. V,
both from a simplified zero-dimensional model and from
full two-dimensional (2D) simulations, showing only partial
agreement with the experimental results. Finally, Sec. VI
explores possible extensions to these models.
Experimental procedure

A 5λ/2 GaAs microcavity is used, with a quality factor
>16000, detuned to between −2 and −3 meV, and with 9meV Rabi splitting (details in Ref. [29]). Condensates are created using a single-mode continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser
(750 nm), chopped into 10-μs pulses with an acousto-optic
modulator. A variable-angle IR broadband quarter waveplate
is used to control the degree of circular polarization of the
laser (referred to from now on as “pump spin” S p ).
A spatial light modulator and an iterative Fourier-transform
algorithm [30] are used to shape the beam into six diffractionlimited spots (∼1 μm FWHM), arranged in a hexagon forming a trap with diameter d = 11-14μm (Fig. 1). A 0.4NA
microscope objective focuses the laser and collects photoluminescence from the sample, held at 4 K inside a cryostat.
This emission is spectrally filtered, polarization resolved, and
imaged.
In Secs. II and III the pump power is scanned and the
laser pulses used are triangular (linearly increasing and then
decreasing the power over time) and the condensate is imaged
on a streak camera in single-shot mode. This averages over

FIG. 2. Spin inversion and hysteresis for a d = 12.5-μm trap.
(a) Average spin over ten condensate realizations, as a function of
pump power and pump spin, while power ramps up and down over
10 μs. (b)–(f) Spin of ten different condensate realizations vs pump
power for (b) SP = 0.19, (c) 0.02, (d) 0, (e) −0.02, and (f) −0.18.
(g), (h) Spin of ten different condensate realizations vs pump spin for
(g) P = 1.8Pth and (h) 2.6Pth .

spatial dimensions but allows single-shot power series and
hysteretic effects to be studied. The presented results are for
10-μs triangular pulses, but qualitatively similar results are
also obtained with pulses one order of magnitude longer and
shorter.
Square laser pulses (∼50-ns turn-on, 5 μs long) with
variable power are used in Sec. IV. Single-shot spatial profiles
are measured on a CCD, while the energy is measured using a
60-μeV resolution spectrometer and fitting the resulting peaks
with a Lorentzian function, with a fitting error ∼1–5 μeV.
Given typical polariton lifetimes of 10 ps and excitonic lifetimes of 1 ns, the system dynamics are expected to adiabatically follow the pulse power for both Secs. II and III and
Sec. IV.
II. HYSTERESIS AND SPIN INVERSION

Since the pumping is tuned far above the polariton emission line (>100 meV), the polarization of the exciton cloud
below threshold is always very small (<5%). This is due to
energy relaxation of polaritons by inelastic scattering, which
almost completely randomizes the polarization. Above the
condensation threshold, however, the condensate spin (Sz ) is
strongly dependent on the polarization of the nonresonant
pump (S p ). Even a very small degree of ellipticity in the pump
polarization (SP < 2%) can lead to strongly spin-polarized
condensates [Figs. 2(c) and 2(e)].
For sufficiently large pump ellipticities [SP > |Sc |, filled
arrowhead Fig. 2(a)], the condensate always forms in a spinpolarized state of the same sign as that of the pumping,
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FIG. 3. Intensity hysteresis. (a) Average intensity (log scale) over
ten condensates, as a function of pump power and pump spin, while
power is ramped up and ramped down. (b)–(d) Intensity of ten
different condensates vs pump power for (b) SP = 0.21, (c) 0.0, and
(d) −0.18.

while at high pump powers there is only one sharp transition
when the sign of the pump handedness changes [Fig. 2(h)].
Both the spin inversion (Pinv ) and the spin collapse (Sc )
are accompanied by changes in the condensate intensity
(Fig. 3). Just below either of these thresholds (Pinv or Sc ),
the condensate intensity is fractionally higher than above
the thresholds [Fig. 3(a)], and displays hysteresis with pump
power [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)].
We note that in the limiting case of a linearly polarized
pump [Figs. 2(d) and 3(c)] the main results of our previous
works are reproduced. First, the condensate stochastically
forms in either a spin-up or a spin-down state with equal
probability [25]. Second, once the condensate is formed, noise
can induce spin flips between the two spin states before they
collapse into a linearly polarized state at higher powers [31].
This collapse to a linearly polarized state can also be seen
at high powers for situations with slightly elliptical pumping
[Fig. 2(c)].
III. TRAP SIZE AND POSITION DEPENDENCE

independent of pump power. For smaller pump ellipticities,
however, the condensate spin is of the same sign as the
pump only below a certain power [P < Pinv , empty arrowhead
in Fig. 2(a)]. Above this threshold, the condensate spin is
opposite to that of the pumping. This reversal is hysteretic and
the threshold power depends on whether the power is being
ramped up or down [Figs. 2(b), 2(c), 2(e), and 2(f)]. Both the
hysteresis width and degree of circular polarization of the two
bistable states depend on this pump spin.
In addition to this condensate spin inversion with power,
at low pump powers (P < Pinv ) there is an additional “spin
collapse” transition of the condensate spin as a function of
pump spin [marked by Sc in Fig. 2(a)]. The magnitude of
the condensate spin is very high (Sz > 80%) if the pump
polarization ellipticity is below a critical value [|Sc | = 0.2 in
Fig. 2(a)]. Hence, at low powers, there are three sharp transitions of the condensate spin versus pump spin [Fig. 2(g)],

The observed spin inversion and hysteresis have strong
dependencies on the optical trap size (d in Fig. 1). The two
critical thresholds Pinv and Sc below which the condensate is
brighter and strongly polarized are not observed for all trap
sizes. Instead, the regions of brighter emission and stronger
polarization (U ), as well as the spin-inverted regions (inv),
have more complicated boundaries in the P-SP plane (Fig. 4),
which radically shift even for diameter changes of <10%.
For smaller trap sizes [Fig. 4(a)], the bright regions U
exist for all values of pump spin and down to the lowest
pump power at the condensation threshold (Pth ). These regions
display hysteresis in both spin (top row) and intensity (bottom
row) with pump power, and it is possible to observe hysteresis
without spin inversion [black arrow Fig. 4(a)]. As the trap size
increases, the U regions shrink: they no longer occur for all
values of pump spin, nor do they occur down to the condensation threshold [Fig. 4(b)]. This shrinking continues as the trap
size is increased, until the U manifold becomes so unstable

FIG. 4. Average condensate spin and intensity, as functions of pump spin and power, for three different trap sizes. Dashed lines highlight
the bright hysteretic regions U (magenta) and spin-inverted regions inv (cyan).
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FIG. 5. Average condensate spin and intensity, as functions of pump spin and power, for different trap sizes, at two different positions in
(a) and (b). The slight asymmetry along the pump spin axis is due to sample birefringence.

that only few condensate realisations explore it, leading to
unpolarized regions in the average polarization [Fig. 4(c)]. For
sufficiently large trap sizes, U disappears completely.
While the bright regions shrink and disappear, the regions
where spin inversion occurs grow with increasing trap size
[inv in Fig. 4(a)]. While for the smaller trap sizes spin inversion only occurs at powers above the condensation threshold,
for large traps the spin inversion can occur even at condensation [Fig. 4(c)], while also being observed for a larger range
of pump ellipticities (SP ). In contrast with the bright regions
U , the spin-inverted regions never show any hysteresis with
pump power.
The specific shapes of the bright and the spin-inverted
regions, and their dependence on trap size, differ with sample
position (Fig. 5). For some sample positions and trap sizes,
much higher powers are needed to observe spin inversion
[Fig. 5(a)]. In other positions, the smallest trap sizes do not
present any spin inversion [d = 10.7μm in Fig. 5(b)].
The length scale over which these changes occur is relatively small: moving the sample a few tens of micrometers can
lead to significant variation in the specific power, pump spin,
and trap size dependences. This indicates that subtle local
sample properties are playing an important role in controlling
spin inversion and/or hysteresis, even though there is not
any measurable disorder in the sample photoluminescence

intensity or energy over these length scales. Despite this variability with sample position, the main qualitative dependence
on trap size remains. For the smallest traps, the strongly
polarized bright hysteretic regions are largest and spin inversion can even disappear. As the trap size is increased,
the hysteretic regions shrink and only appear for a finite
range of pump powers and pump spin magnitudes, while the
spin-inversion region grows. Finally, for the largest traps, the
bright hysteretic regions disappear completely and only spin
inversion remains.
IV. SPATIAL PROFILES AND CONDENSATE ENERGY

An important factor that changes the behavior of optically
trapped polariton condensates is the occupation of multiple
trap modes [32]. Even small occupations of higher-order
modes can significantly affect the condensation dynamics and
complicate the interpretation of experimental results. However, no evidence of these in the condensate spatial or energy
profiles is seen.
Despite using square laser pulses instead of ramped pulses
(Sec. I), the same qualitative trends of the spin-inverted
and bright regions as a function of trap size are observed
[Fig. 6(b)]. The bright, hysteretic regions are largest for
smaller traps, and shrink as the trap size is increased.
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FIG. 6. (a) Spatial profiles of the condensate spin and intensity
and (b) average spin as a function of pump spin for these three
different trap sizes. Each of the panels in (a) correspond to a single
pixel in (b).

Although the spin and intensity of the condensate depend
strongly on the spatial confinement, the shape of the condensate itself, both in spin and intensity, remains unchanged
for all pump powers and pump spins. The similarity between
Figs. 4 and 6 supports the fact that the dynamics are adiabatic,
even with square pulses. Given that the exposure time is much
longer than the rise and fall time, the measured spatial and
energy profiles are a good approximation to their steady-state
values.
Spin and intensity profiles do not increase in spatial extent
with increasing power (the apparent increase in condensate
size for trap size 13.7 m in Fig. 6 arises from an increased

signal-to-noise ratio on the CCD). The profiles [Fig. 6(a)]
remain the same independently of pump spin [Fig. 6(b): 4,
5], and of whether the condensate is in a spin-inverted region
[Fig. 6(b): 2, 4, 6, 8] or in a hysteretic region [Fig. 6(b): 1, 3,
7].
In addition to there being no change in the spatial properties of the condensate, there is no evidence of higherorder modes in the polarization-resolved condensate spectrum
(Fig. 7). As expected from the repulsive interactions between
polaritons and the reservoir, the average condensate energy
blueshifts with increasing pump power [Fig. 7(b)]. Unexpectedly, there can be a small energy splitting (less than one-third
of the linewidth) between the two circular polarization components [Fig. 7(c)]. Three different regions can be highlighted.
First, at low powers (<Pinv ) and large pump circularity, there
is no observable energy difference between the two components [Fig. 7(e)]. Second, at lower pump circularities, and
approximately at the transition between the U and the inverted
regions, an energy difference (∼20 μeV) appears. Here, the
lower-energy mode is the one which is being pumped more
strongly and has higher occupation, a very counterintuitive
result when considering the repulsive nonlinearities. Third,
for P > Pinv , there is a small energy difference between the
two components, with the component of the same handedness
as the pump being at higher energy as expected. Note that
this energy difference does not change depending on whether
the condensate is spin inverted or not, indicating that the
unusual regions U have some relation to the energy difference
between the circularly polarized polariton modes, while the
spin inversion does not.
V. THEORY AND SIMULATIONS

The exciton-polariton condensate behavior is captured
by a spinor macroscopic wave function (order parameter)

FIG. 7. (a), (b) Average (a) spin and (b) energy as a function of pump spin and power. Energy is measured relative to the polariton emission
energy at threshold. Purple pixels correspond to spectra where one of the peaks was too small to resolve. (c) Energy difference between the
two circularly polarized components. (d)–(f) Spectra for SP < 0 showing (d) the counterintuitive splitting with the polarization of the same
handedness as the pump at lower energy, (e) the synchronised case, and (f) the intuitive splitting with the polarization of the same handedness
at higher energy.
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 = (ψ+ , ψ− )T which is described by a non-Hermitian and
nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Such driven-dissipative
mean-field models have proven very successful at describing
the phenomenology of polariton condensates [18]. Projecting
the order parameter onto the ground state of the optically
induced trap, the equations for the two components can be
written [12,25–28]


1
i
dψ±
2
2
=
(W± − Г p ) − (α1 |ψ± | + α2 |ψ∓ | + V± ) ψ±
dt
2
2
1
− (γ − i ε)ψ∓ .
(1)
2
Here W± and V± are the particle harvest rates and blueshifts
experienced by the two spin components of the wave function from a reservoir of uncondensed particles; p is the
polariton lifetime; α1,2 are the same- and cross-spin polariton
interaction parameters; and γ and ε are the dissipation and
energy difference between the linearly polarized polariton
modes. This rather general equation must be supplemented
with definitions of the nonresonant feeding W± and blueshifts
V± . A very common approach is to consider an incoherent
reservoir of n+ spin-up and n− spin-down excitons providing
gain to the condensate through stimulated bosonic scattering
and blueshifting the polariton energy levels through Coulomb
interaction [33,34]:
W± = Rs n± + Ro n∓ , V± = g1 n± + g2 n∓ ,

(2)

where Rs,o are the same- and opposite-spin gain from the
two spin-polarized reservoirs to the condensate and g1,2 are
the same- and cross-spin interaction constants. The final step
is to then relate the nonresonant pump intensities (P± ) to
the densities of these excitonic reservoirs by classical kinetic
equations:
dn±
= P± − Гx n± − (Rs |ψ± |2 + Ro|ψ∓ |2 )n±
dt
+ Гs (n∓ − n± ).

(3)

Here x is the exciton lifetime, and Гs denotes the spinrelaxation rate in the reservoir. This set of equations reduces
to previously used models with different limiting values of the
parameters: for Ro = g2 = Гs = 0 one recovers the equations
in Refs. [26–28], and for Rs = Ro, P+ = P− , g1 = g2 = Гs =
0, and adiabatically eliminating the reservoir dynamics one
gets the equations in Refs. [12,25]. By numerically solving
Eqs. (1)–(3) using 800-ns triangular pump pulses, the two
main features of the trapped spinor condensate can be reproduced: spin inversion and spin bistability as observed in
experiment (Fig. 8).
However, there are clear differences between numerical
and experimental data, and an extensive scan of parameters
fails to explain the new experimental results (Fig. 2). First,
simulations show that the degree of circular polarization in
the spin-inverted regions increases with pump spin, while the
opposite trend is observed in experiment. Second, the simulations show no critical spin boundary (Sc ) and the shape of the
bright regions U is qualitatively different. Third, the width of
the simulated hysteresis loops grows with SP [Figs. 3(b) and
3(c)], but not in the experiment. Fourth, the energy splittings
seen in experiment are not reproduced. Finally, while the

FIG. 8. (a), (d) Average (a) spin and (d) intensity as functions
of power and pump spin, for increasing and decreasing power.
(b), (c), (e), (f) Spin and intensity for (b), (e) SP = 0.06 and (c),
(f) −0.02. Parameter values for Eq. (1) are ε = 0.06 ps−1 , γ =
0.05ε, p = 0.1 ps−1 , x = 0.4 p , α1 = 0.01 ps−1 , α2 = −0.1α1 ,
Rs = 0.001 ps−1 , Ro = 0.6Rs , g1 = 2α1 , g2 = −0.1g1 , s = x .

experiment always displays spin bifurcation in the limit of
linearly polarized pumping [Fig. 2(d)], the simulations do not.
Therefore, while the previous two models (Refs. [26–28] and
[12,25]) can separately explain parts of our results successfully, they fail to grasp the full picture.
It may appear that the stark differences between the model
in Refs. [26–28] and the experimental data arise because
of the absence of spatial dynamics in Eq. (1). An elliptically polarized excitation creates traps of different depths
for each of the polariton spin components and consequently
changes the wave function of each spin. This could then be
a factor explaining why the model is unable to capture all
the experimental features. To account for this, simulations
accounting for the two-dimensional dynamics of the polariton
wave function were performed using

dψ±
h̄∇ 2 ψ±
1
i
= −i
(W± − Г p ) − (α1 |ψ± |2
+
∗
dt
2m
2
2

1
+ α2 |ψ∓ |2 + V± ) ψ± − (γ − i ε)ψ∓ .
(4)
2
The dispersion in Eq. (4) is taken to be parabolic because
the condensate forms at small momenta on the lower polariton
branch, m∗ is the polariton mass, and W± and V± . have the
same form as in Eqs. (2) and (3). However, numerical integration of Eq. (4) show qualitatively similar results to Eq. (1): the
trap ground state [Fig. 9(a)] initially has the same handedness
as the pump and it reverses at a critical inversion threshold
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by a Hopf bifurcation) and it becomes the stationary state
of the system [Fig. 9(f)]. Therefore, the spin inversion is
characterized by a limit cycle regime which separates the two
stationary spin solutions as a function of pump power. This
can be verified by numerically integrating Eq. (4) [Eq. (1)]
in time and increasing the pump power slowly. The initial
fixed-point state undergoes a Hopf bifurcation into a limit
cycle at P0 ≈ 1.14Pth (1.05Pth ) and at higher powers exits
the limit cycle via another Hopf bifurcation into the second
fixed-point state P0 ≈ 1.22Pth (1.09Pth ) in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d),
respectively. It is worth noting that the spins in the limit
cycle regime are found to be energy comb synchronized in
simulations, i.e., having the same set of equidistant energies
in each spin component (see also Ref. [35] about this regime).
The two main components of the frequency comb are shown
in Fig. 9(e). The weights of each of the components are
different for the two spins, which would result in an apparent
energy splitting in the measured spectrum. However, the sign
of this simulated splitting is the opposite to that in experiment:
the higher energy mode is the one that is being pumped more
strongly. Additionally, simulations show no energy splitting
above the spin inversion threshold.
In the special case when γ = ε = 0, it straightforward to
show that the handedness of the pump determines the handedness of the condensate at threshold. Setting nonlinearities to
zero (|ψ± |2 = 0) and solving dndt± = 0 one has
FIG. 9. (a) 2D simulations of an optically trapped condensate.
Dashed circles indicate positions of the pump spots. (b) Normalized
pseudospin values averaged over the center of the trap, for a ramped
pump pulse. (c) Evolution of the pseudospin components on the
surface of the Poincare sphere during the spin reversal. (d) Evolution
of the spin components for a ramped pump pulse in the zerodimensional model [Eq. (1)]. (e) Condensate energy as a function
of pump power (same parameters as Fig. 8 with S p = 0.07). Color
indicates degree of circular polarization for each frequency. (f) Maximal Lyapunov exponents for the two fixed-point solutions. Each line
corresponds to two degenerate exponents. Dashed vertical lines mark
the regime where both fixed points are unstable. Parameter values
for Eq. (4) are ε = 0.03 ps−1 , γ = 0, γ = 0, p = 0.1 ps−1 , x =
0.7 p , α1 = 0.06 ps−1 μm2 , α2 = 0, Rs = 0.001 ps−1 , Ro = 0.6Rs ,
g1 = 3α1 , g2 = 0, s = 0, S p = 0.05, m∗ = 5.1 × 10−5 me . Note:
nonzero α2 , γ , g2 , and s do not qualitatively change these results.

[Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)]. We have been unable to reproduce any
of the other interesting features of the experiment.
Linear-stability analysis was performed on the two distinct
fixed-point solutions of Eq. (1) with opposite dominant spin
populations. To find these two fixed points of Eq. (1) corresponding to the solutions before and after the spin inversion a
trust-region algorithm with the condition i∂t ψ± = μψ± and
μ ∈ R is used. A standard Bogoliubov–de Gennes stability
approach is then performed on the two fixed points to reveal
that both become unstable for a range of pump powers. As
the power is increased, two complex-conjugated Lyapunov
exponents of the initial fixed-point solution cross zero, and
the stable solution undergoes a Hopf bifurcation into limit
cycle. As the power is further increased, a new stable fixedpoint solution appears from other limit cycle oscillations (also

n± =

+ Гs (P+ + P− )
.
R ( R + 2Гs )

R P±

(5)

Therefore if P+ > P− then n+ > n− , and provided Rs >
Ro the reservoir which is being driven harder will populate
its corresponding spin first. Note that, if γ , ε = 0, the polarization of the condensate at threshold will not be fully
circularly polarized and it becomes linearly polarized as the
pump becomes linear (P+ = P− ). This is indicated by the
whiter region in Fig. 8(a) at low power and low pump spin.
Nevertheless, it always has the same handedness as the pump,
which is in stark contrast with experiments [Figs. 4(c), 5(a),
and 6(c)]. Experimental agreement could be achieved if the
condition Rs > Ro is relaxed, which is further discussed in the
next section.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have observed three distinct phenomena in optically
trapped polariton condensates pumped with elliptically polarized nonresonant light. The first is the formation of condensates of opposite spin to that of the nonresonant pumping. The
second is the hysteresis of both condensate spin and intensity
as a function of pump power. The third is the collapse of the
condensate spin above a critical pump ellipticity. These effects
are linked to unusual (U) and inverted regions in the pump
power vs pump polarization plane. The shape and extent of
both these regions are strongly dependent on trap size and
sample position, but nevertheless the universal trend is for
larger traps to show spin inversion without hysteresis, while
smaller traps can show hysteresis without spin inversion and
even no spin inversion altogether.
Although the condensate spin and intensity depend
strongly on pump spin and power, the spatial profile of the
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condensate itself is independent of these parameters and always condenses in the lowest mode of the trap, with no higherenergy modes visible in the spectrum (Sec. IV). However, for
some parameters there is a small energy difference between
the two circularly polarized condensate components. At low
power, whether in the unusual or inverted region, the two
components have the same energy. When transitioning from
an unusual to inverted region by increasing the power, an
energy difference appears, with the lower-energy component
being that which has the same handedness as the pump and has
a higher occupation. At high power, there is a smaller energy
difference of the opposite sign, independently of whether the
condensate is spin inverted or not.
Both spin inversion and hysteresis have been recently
observed in similar semiconductor microcavities [26,27],
and were both attributed to similar physical phenomena: an
interplay of the reservoir nonlinearity with an energy splitting
between linearly polarized polariton modes. Such simulations
are unable to fully reproduce the pump spin dependence
(Secs. II and V), explain the existence of a critical spin (Sc ),
capture the dependence on trap size and position (Sec. III),
or capture the behavior of energy splittings between the
circularly polarized modes. Future experiments measuring the
hysteresis timescales [27] as a function of pump power, pump
ellipticity, and trap size, as well as a measurement of all Stokes
components, could provide further evidence for the adequacy
or otherwise of these simulations. Additionally, both the
spin-inversion and the hysteresis effects could be exploited in
optically programmed polariton simulators [36]. In particular,
nontrivial configurations of spins chains and lattices of nearly
identical optically trapped condensates could be created by
designing the ramping profile of each condensate.
These differences indicate that the current model of the
excitonic reservoir is insufficient for the full description of optically trapped condensates. Accounting for the exciton reservoir spatial dynamics, including diffusion and spin precession
due to TE-TM splitting in Eq. (3), could go some of the way

in bridging the disagreement. For small trap sizes, the stronger
overlap between the reservoir and the condensate would mean
condensation always occurs in the same handedness as the
pump, while for larger traps the spin of the reservoirs could rotate and drive the spin inversion. Alternatively, another possibility for the experiment-theory disagreement could stem from
the simplistic reservoir-to-condensate scattering terms (Rs and
Ro), which Eq. (2) assumed to be linear [33] but which could
have more complicated dependencies on the reservoir density
and trap size due to spin-dependent polariton relaxation [37].
Both of these extensions could mean that W± and V± could
have complex and nonmonotonic dependences on the pump
ellipticity and power. Finally, given that the system is driven
with elliptically polarized light, spin pumping of the nuclear
spins could be creating sufficiently large magnetic fields to
split the polariton modes and affect the condensation [38].
This could explain the counterintuitive energy splitting as well
as bistability, but the slow timescales (>1s) expected from
nuclear spin reservoirs have not been seen. Our results thus
demand further theoretical advances in developing an accurate
microscopic description of the two-dimensional dynamics of
spinor polariton condensate formation.
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